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Abstract 

Politicians resort to ‘soft power’ to influence others and to persuade them to support their attitudes about 

given issues through the use of language as a persuasive power. Among the linguistic tools adopted to 

achieve specific goals is the pronominal system. The present study tries to investigate the use of person 

diexis in the democracy day speech of President Muhammad Buhari of Nigeria. It adopts van Dijk’s(2001) 

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach as the theoretical model which is an attempt to unmask 

ideologically permeated and often obscured structures of power, political control and dominance as well as 

strategies of discriminatory inclusion and exclusion in language use. The study adopts quantitative method 

of analysis which is based on the use of statistical approach to get empirical data. The statistical approach 

consists of counting the number of occurrences of the person diexis. The analysis done reveals that among 

the three person diexis that were recurrent in the text, the plural personal pronoun ‘we’ has the highest 

number of occurrence showing that President Muhammad Buhari through her speech tries to foster a bond 

of unity and togetherness with the Nigerian people.  
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1.0 Introduction 

 After long years of military rule, and the 

people‟s dissatisfaction with military regimes in 

Nigeria, President Ibrahim Babangida embarked 

upon a transition programme that was to usher in 

a democratically elected civilian government 

after his eight year rule as a military leader. The 

democratisation process culminated in the 

conduct of general elections in 1993. The 

presidential elections which was the climax was 

conducted on 12
th
 June 1993 and this was widely 

acclaimed by most if not all (international 

observers inclusive) to be Nigeria‟s freest and 

fairest election. To the disappointment of most 

people, the election which was presumably won 

by the business Mogul; Chief Mashood 

Kasimowo, Olawale (M.K.O) Abiola of the then 

Social Democratic Party (SDP) was annulled by 

the Military government of President Ibrahim 

Babangida Badamosi. This action was seen as a 

serious setback to the institution of democracy in 

Nigeria; Africa‟s most populous black country 

and as such was widely condemned. To actualize 

the mandate, there were series of protests at the 

beginning, all across the country but later the 

struggle was confirmed to the south west. 

 In the heat of the ensuring Political 

imbroglio, President Ibrahim Babangida 

unconstitutionally instituted an unpopular Interim 

National Government (ING) and handed over the 

reins of power to chiefErnest Shonekan; who 

barely spent three months in   office before his 

unconstitutional government was overthrown by 

General Babangida‟s close ambitious military 

aid, General SaniAbacha on 17
th
 November, 

1993. With the enthronement of another Military 

regime, the struggle for the actualization of June 

12 mandate continued this time around 

championed by Chief M.K.O. Abiola and many 

of the pro-democracy activists, with protests and 

challenge of Abacha‟s Military junta. This led to 

series of arrests, killings and anarchy. At the end, 

Abiola was arrested, kept in prison where he was 

incarcerated. Abiola eventually died 

mysteriously. Not quite long from then, Abacha 

also died and General Abdulsalam took over the 

reins of power. Abdulsalam‟s government 

quickly organised elections and in no distant time 

in 1999, May 29, he handed over power to 

President elect, General Olusegun Obasanjo who 

was from the South West. 

 The expectation was high that Obasanjo 

would actualize June 12 but this never happened. 

The expectation was also high that Obasanjo will 
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recognize the June 12
th
 day as a 

symbolicdemocratic  status day; signifying for 

the attendant struggle for the entrenchment of 

democratic governance when Nigerians 

unanimously shunned religion, ethnicity, and 

region, and voted massively for a Muslim-

Muslim ticket, hence, the tag June 12. Apart from 

the South Western States that have kept the 

struggle on by annually recognising June 12, it 

was as if the day never existed in other parts of 

the country. 

 After Obasanjo, Musa Yar‟adua became 

President (from the North) whose tenure had to 

be completed by President Goodluck Ebele 

Jonathan (a south-south Ijaw person) who came 

in after completing Yaradua‟s tenure as the vice 

president and as the acting president, he won the 

2011 presidential elections and was there up to 

2015. After 2015, he contested and before the 

results were fully announced, he called President 

Muhammadu Buhari to congratulate him. From 

May 29
th
 2015 to May 28

th
 2019, Buhari was the 

President. Towards the last lap of his 

administration, he proposed recognition of June 

12 as the Democratic day for Nigeria while May 

29 remains the inauguration day with effect from 

2019. After Buhari recontested and was declared 

the winner of the February 2019 Presidential 

election, for the first time in Nigeria, the 

inauguration was done without the Presidential 

speech and on June 12, 2019 being the day. In an 

ideal situation, this speech should have been a 

Presidential inaugural address but as stated 

before, this would have come up on May 29
th 

2019 which is the constitutional day for a change 

of guard but this speech was not presented on 

May 29
th
 as has always been the case since 1979. 

The speech  would have been a speech tthat sets 

the tone for the administration as it is all over the 

world and as it has been the practice with all past 

presidents of Nigeria and as it was on May 29
th
 

2015 during President Buhari‟s first tenure. It 

would have been a speech for maintaining and 

establishing social relationships, expressing 

feelings and selling ideas, policies and programs 

in any society. 

Several speeches are made to address the 

people before every national elections. This 

speeches are usually referred to as pre-election 

speeches. After the elections, speeches are 

usually made from time to time as the situation 

dictates. It is expected that a candidate that wins 

an election should address the people that voted 

him into power, such speeches are known and 

called victory speech/inaugural speech. This kind 

of speech is usually made on an occasion of 

official inauguration of an elected candidate. 

With reference to the Nigerian situation under 

review, this should have been on May 29
th
, 2019. 

Again, since June 12
th
 has been declared 

as democracy day one would have expected 

listening to president Buhari on this day on how 

our democratic journey perhaps since 

independence has been but this was not the case 

as seen in the speech. It is this speech that the 

writers of this paper have decided to subject to 

analysis by looking at the use of 

Personal(pronoun) deixis in the democracy day 

text of President Buhari to see how the deixis 

persuade or dissuade his listening audience. 
 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Language and Politics: 

Language and politics are social 

instances, the thrust, a medium used by the 

society for the purpose of communication and 

cohabitation, the other, loosely, the ideas and 

activities used for gaining and exercising power 

in society. It is Van Dijk‟s (2004:8-9) 

characterization of the field of politics that 

establishes, most succintly, politics as discourse‟s 

thus: 

… this field may briefly and somewhat 

traditionally- be defined by its overall 

systems (democracy, dictatorship), 

special social macro-actions, such as 

government, legislation, elections, or 

decision making… micro practises, 

interactions or discourses, such as 

parliamentary debates, canvassing or 

demonstrations… special social 

relations, such as those of institutional 

power,… special norms and values (e.g. 

freedom, equality etc.)…political 

cognitions, such as political ideologies. 
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Politics is thus a discourse domain, not just 

because it situates language in action but also 

because the action is contextualised.The use of 

linguistic  parameters for interpreting political 

language according to Geis (1987) and Wilson 

(1990) is a fairly recent enterprise; and that is 

why in the 1990‟s, attention is paid to the 

analysis of political speeches. 

Presidential speeches especially as is the 

case in this paper have been subjected to 

linguistic enquiries for some time now. The focus 

is probably due to institutional voices which these 

speeches project. Presidents are considered the 

most “eligible” representatives of their countries, 

whose words therefore bear the semantic load of 

their nations ethos and soul. The literature is 

replete with investigations of Presidential 

rhetoric, often from not too clearly demarcated, 

heterogeneous perspectives. One way of 

categorising these works is according to their 

essential linguistic bases. In this direction, we 

have had linguistic enquiries of Presidential 

speeches from the pragmatic stand point… (see 

Chilton and Schaffner, 1997; Cap, 2002; 

Ayodabo, 2003; Yusuf, 2003; Rud, 2004; 

Adetunji, 2005; From the discourse-analytic 

angle, (See Teittinen, 2000; Millor, 2004; and 

from the standpoint of stylistic position, (see Oha, 

1994; Adegoju, 2005. Presidential speeches may 

also be delineated into thematic preoccupations.  
 

Power and Discourse 

 Following Foucault‟s insight into modern 

power, it is worth noting that power is a vast and 

complex concept; which is “never definitely held 

by any one person, or social grouping; because 

power can be won and exercised only in and 

through social struggles” (Fairclough, 1989:43). 

It replaces the physical force exercised on the 

body by a punishment acting deeply on the soul 

which is the “prison of the body. 

 Wodak and Meyer (2008:9) argue that 

discourse produces social domination of one 

group over others and shows how dominated 

groups may resist such abuse through discourse. 

Wodak and Meyer (10) opine that the constant 

unity of language and other social matters ensure 

that language is intertwined in social power as its 

indexes and expresses power. Although power 

does not necessarily stem from language, 

language can be a useful tool to challenge and 

subvert power and to alter the distributions of 

power in the short and long term. It provides a 

finely articulated channel for differences in 

relationships of dominance, power and control in 

hierarchical social structures. Hence, discourse is 

crucial to control other‟s minds and to make them 

act as desired. Speakers often exercise soft power 

through language to influence and shape the 

hearers‟ views. In political discourse, for instance 

political leaders resort to soft power to influence 

their audience and to maintain their position. 

They draw heavily on the manipulation of the 

linguistic system to achieve specific goals. 
 

Language and Political Discourse 

 To achieve their goals, politicians rely 

heavily on their mastery of discourse and their 

ability to manipulate language. Aristotle‟s 

definition of humans as political animals able to 

use language to achieve their own ends better 

clarifies the unique human capacity for speech 

(Chilton, 2004:4). For Chilton, speech reflects the 

humans‟ perception of what is just or what is 

unjust: as the human endowment for language has 

the function of indicating by implication to the 

group. Hence, language is a crucial and a loaded 

weapon enacted by users co-operatively for 

various purposes. (Herman 1995:14). Politicians 

recognize the role of language in achieving 

specific goals. In this context, Wilson (1990:10) 

asserts that the major aim of analyzing political 

talk is to shed light on the devices employed by 

politicians to create a specific view of the world. 

Thus, language is vital for politics and that 

political activity does not exist without the use of 

language. (Chilton  2004:6). 
 

Pragmatics in Language Studies 

 The concept of pragmatics like most 

academic fields, does not have a satisfactory 

definition. Pragmatics as a concept represents the 

doctrine which tests truth, by its practical 

consequence. It is perhaps the practical lessons 

and consequences that derive from them. 
 

Deixis in Pragmatic Studies 

 Deixis is derived from the Greek word 

„dzizis‟ meaning pointing or indicating. It is an 
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important field of study in its own right. It 

belongs to the domain of pragmatics which 

directly concerns the relationship between the 

structure and context in which they are 

used.Deixis is often and best described as „verbal 

pointing‟ that is, pointing by means of languages. 

The linguistic form of this pointing is called 

deictic expressions, deictic makers or deictic 

words. 

 Levinson (54) notes that deixis concerns 

the ways in which languages are encoded or 

grammaticalised using features of context of 

utterance or speech, event, and this also concerns 

ways in which the interpretation of utterances 

depends on the analysis of that context of 

utterance. Deixis refers to the world outside a 

text. Reference to context surrounding an 

utterance is often referred to as primary deixis. 

Primary deixis is used to point to a situation 

outside a text or to speaker‟s and hearer‟s shared 

knowledge of the world. Contextual use of deictic 

expression  is known as secondary deixis. 

 Marc Arthur (260) notes that deixis is the 

function of an item or feature that refers to 

relative position or location (here and there) and 

point of reference (me, you, them). That „I‟ and 

„you‟ are deictic because they refer respectively 

to speaker and person spoken to. „This‟ and 

„these‟ are deictic when pointing to objects in 

closer proximity to the speaker, in contrast to 

„that‟ and „those‟ for objects further away. 

 Green (128) opines that deixis can be 

encoded in two main ways: through deictic terms 

and deictic elements. Deictic terms refer to a set 

of linguistic items capable of projecting deictic 

parameters which include: 

- Personal or possessive pronouns  

(I, you, mine, yours) 

- Demonstrative pronouns (this,  

that) 

- Spatial/temporal adverbs (here,    

there, now) 

- Personal or possessive adjectives  

(my, your) 

- Definite referring expressions  

(introduced by definite article 

„the‟) 

Deictic elements on the other hand are 

not, in and of themselves, capable of displaying 

deixis; they can only be used deictically in very 

specific situations so that their deictic function is 

completely context dependent. 

Deixis helps listeners/readers to fully 

understand speaker‟s/writer‟s meaning, identity, 

situation, time and environments. It should be 

noted that deictic centre is very important in the 

interpretation of the meaning of the speaker‟s 

deictic reference. Deictic centre is the speaker‟s 

location at the time of the utterance.  

McIntyre (119) states that deictic centre 

refers not just to the speaker‟s location in space 

and time, but also to their position in social 

hierarchy, and this complex deictic center is the 

position from which they interpret deictic terms. 

The deictic centre frames speaker‟s reality and 

allows them to access other deictic indicators 

from core perspective. Speakers tend to assume 

that by default, they always inhabit the deictic 

center, so any reference to other locations or time 

will be conceptualized in relation to their current 

here and now. 

Deixis is clearly tied to the speaker‟s 

context, the most basic distinction being between 

near the speaker (proximal) and away from the 

speaker (distal). Proximal deictic expressions 

include this, here and now while distal deictic 

expressions include that, there and then. McIntyre 

(125) notes that proximal expressions are 

generally interpreted in relation to the speaker‟s 

location or deictic centre. „Now‟ for example 

could be taken to mean some point or period in 

time that matches the time of the speaker‟s 

utterances. Thus when we read for example: 

„ “Now Barabbas was a thief‟ 

(John 18:40), we do not take the 

statement to mean the same as 

Barabbas was now a thief” (that is, 

he had become a thief, having not 

been so before). Rather, we read it 

as St. John‟s writing, “I am telling 

you now that Barabbas was (not 

now but at that time) a thief.‟ 

 Therefore, deixis can be described as a 

term in pragmatics that is used to actualise the act 

of pointing with words. It is often seen as „verbal 

pointing‟, that is, pointing by means of language. 
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It belongs to the domain of pragmatics which is 

directly concerned with the relationship between 

the structures of a language and the context in 

which they are used. The linguistic form of this 

pointing is called deictic expressions, deictic 

markers or deictic words. 

3.0 Theoretical Framework 

 Hoepfner (2006:4) argues that, 

“Discursive practices establish, conceal or 

transform power relations between those involved 

in a specific discourse”. Hence, we apply the 

tools of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), 

bearing in mind Van Dijk‟s (2001:353) position 

that critical research on discourse needs to satisfy 

a number of requirements, among which are: (i) 

rather than merely describe discourse structures, 

it tries to explain them in terms of properties of 

social interaction and especially social structure; 

and (ii) more specifically, CDA focuses on the 

way discourse structures enact, confirm, 

legitimate, reproduce, or challenge relations of 

power and dominance in society. 

CDA is an orientation towards language 

which highlights how language conventions and 

language practices are invested with power 

relations and ideological processes which people 

are often unaware of. Wodak (1999) quoted in 

Hoepfner (2006:5) says: “The aim of Critical 

Discourse Analysis is to unmask ideologically 

permeated and often obscured structures of 

power, political control, and dominance, as well 

as strategies of discriminatory inclusion and 

exclusion in language in use”. Writing on 

language-power relations, Wodak (2002:11) 

posits:  

The constant unityof language 

and other social 

mattersensures that language 

is entwined in social power in 

a number of ways: language 

indexes power, expresses 

power, is involved where 

there is contention over power 

and where power is 

challenged. 

Since power is a property of relations between 

social groups, institutions or organisations, social 

power is defined in terms of the control exercised 

by one group or organisation (or its members) 

over the actions and/or the minds of (the 

members of) another group, thus limiting the 

freedom of action of the others, or influencing 

their knowledge, attitudes or ideologies (Van 

Dijk, 1993a). Social power is defined in terms of 

„control‟: groups that have power control not only 

the action but also the cognition of other groups. 

The exercise of power usually presupposes mind 

management, involving the influence of 

knowledge, beliefs, attitudes, understanding, 

ideologies, norms and values. The relevance of 

the cognitive dimension of control is central to 

the discussion of CDA. For it is argued that 

modern and more effective power is mostly 

cognitive and enacted by persuasion, 

dissimulation or manipulation, among other 

strategic ways to change the mind of others in 

one‟s own interests (Van Dijk, 1993b) 

 Therefore, when powerful speakers enact 

or exhibit power based on privileged access to 

public discourse and communication as 

evidenced in the case of the “June 12 democracy 

day speech”, there is need to know how the 

speaker,  in this case President Muhammadu  

Buhari is  able to persuade and influence  his 

listening audience, by the gentle stroke of subtle 

linguistic form(s). In view of the fact that “texts 

are often sites of struggle in that they show traces 

of differing discourses and ideologies all 

contending and struggling for dominance” 

(Wodak, 2002:10), the writers therefore  attempt 

to forge meaningful links between linguistic 

forms, speaker intent and political goals within 

the context of the social action in which the 

discourse is embedded. In this regard, we hinge 

the analysis of the discourse on Locke‟s 

(2004:38) view: “CDA‟s concern is with the 

opacity of texts and utterances – the discursive 

constructions or stories that are embedded in texts 

as information that is readily available to 

consciousness. Analysis is a method of dealing 

with this opacity.” Wodak (2002:10) lends 

credence to this view when she says: “One of the 

aims of CDA is to „demystify‟ discourses by 

deciphering ideologies.”  

4.0 Methodology 

 The data for the study and this paper was 
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drawn from the June 12, 2019 democracy day 

speech of President Muhammadu Buhari of 

Nigeria. The speech was downloaded from the 

internet since immediately after the speech was 

presented, it is already in the public domain. The 

researchers studied the speech and analysed the 

deictic expressions there in with particular focus 

on person deixis. 

5.0 Analysis 

 In this section, the writers did their 

analysis on three main categories of person deixis 

that President Muhammadu Buhari as the speaker 

and presenter of the 2019 democracy day speech 

presented and used more in the course of 

presenting his speech but before then, the writers 

took a critical look at the structure of the speech.  

4.1.A Structural Analysis of the Speech 

 The structural elements presupposes the 

structural arrangements of the speech in terms of 

paragraphing and sentences that make up  the 

speech. 

(I) Paragraphing:  

At the paragraph level, President 

Muhammadu Buhari‟s democracy 

day speech had 74 paragraphs 

altogether where he made use of 

numeric numbering. Some of the 

paragraphs were also further sub-

alphabetised with letters such as 

a,b,c,d. The writers of this paper 

observe that some of the paragraphs 

are not coherent and cohesive.  

(II) Sentences: 

The sentences in Buhari‟s2019 

democracy day speech are a little bit 

complex, disjointed and 

uncoordinated. 

Generally speaking the entirety of the 

speech does not look as a conventional inaugural 

address that we are used to seeing. What one 

might think of is that the Nigerian President 

wants to use this speech and the way it is 

structured to break away from the norm and catch 

a niche for himself but in doing this, so many 

things were not taking into cognisance thereby 

making the speech to look abnormal. 

Below is a tabular analysis  of the person 

deixis as contained in the  speech being analysed. 

In doing this, the writers took into cognisance of 

the number of occurrences of each deitic 

expression and the percentage of the number of 

occurences

 

4.1.B Tabular Analysis of Person Deixis 

Type of Person  

Deixis 
Page 

I We Our Us Your  You My They These  

Page 1 3 2 2 1      08 

Page 2 12 - 2 - -  3   17 

Page 3 - 7 8 1 - - 1 1  18 

Page 4 1 9 5 - - - - - - 15 

Page 5 1 8 6       15 

Page 6 - 5 9 - 1 - - -  15 

Page 7 1 2 3 - 1 - - -  07 

Page 8 3 5 3 - 1 1 1 -  14 

Page 9 2 7 8 - 5 - - -  22 

Page 10 1 9 5 1 - - - 1 1 18 

Page 11 4 9 4 1 2 1 1 - - 22 

Page 12 - - - 1 - - - - - 07 

Total 28 63 55 05 10 02 06 02 01 172 

Percentage 16.28% 36.63% 31.98% 2.90% 5.81% 1.16% 3.49% 1.16% 0.58%  
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4.2.1 Discussion 

  

First Person Plural Pronominal Forms “WE” 

 The first category that the writers identify in the speech of President Buhari is the first person plural 

subject pronouns. [We/Us/Our] respectively. „We‟ as a plural pronoun person deixis has the highest total 

appearance of 63 with percentage 36.63%. The implication of this is that the deictic devices are performing 

certain pragmatic functions. Brown and Gilman (1972:252), while pointing out the discursive practice of 

using such pronominal, write: 

The interesting thing about such pronouns is their close association with two dimensions 

fundamental to the analysis of all social life - the dimensionsof power and solidarity. 

Semantic and Stylistic analysis of these forms takes us well into psychology and sociology 

as well as into linguistics and the study of literature. 

It is important to stress that the dimension of power and solidarity hinted at by Brown and Gilman (1972) 

above are integral to the speakers‟ use of such pronominal in the discourse. Consider the following 

excerpts: 

 

A.1 … We are privileged to mark the longest period of unbroken democratic leadership … 

 

A.2 … We have water, arable land, forests, oil, and gas, and vast quantities of solid minerals. 

 

A.3 … We have contributed to UN peace keeping responsibilities all over the world. Wehave stabilized 

Liberia, Sierra-Leone, Ivory Coast and two years ago, weprevented the Gambia from degenerating 

into anarchy. 

 

A.4 … Wehave been successful forging a nation from different ethnicities and language groups. 

 

A.5 … We can do it. 

 

The use of “we” in the above excerpts gives the impression that President Buhari in his speech 

recognises the importance of the collective Nigerians working together, forgetting their differences to join 

hands with him and his government.  This strategy of complete self-effacement and attempt to pass the buck 

to a collective group is a popular rhetorical strategy in political discourse, as it shields the leader of direct 

attacks on his person. If one goes back to the background of President Buhari as a former military Head of 

State, one might want to question President Buhari‟s appeal to group responsibility here; but because he 

was voted into office , the writers are taking some exceptions.  

 

There are also examples of the use of the possessive pronoun determiner „our‟ in the speech as the 

following excerpts show. The table shows that the total number of appearance for this pronoun from the text 

is fifty five (55) with a percentage of 31.98% making this pronominal to be the second most used personal 

deixis in the text. This still goes a long way to show how President Buhari used and invoked the collective 

will in his speech to show that he does not wants to claim monopoly of knowledge. The following excerpts 

throw more light on the above. 

 

A.6 … All praise is due to GOD Almighty who spared our lives to be present at this great occasion. 

 

A.7 … I and Nigerians collectively must give adequate thanks to our Armed forces, police and other law 

enforcing agencies for working round the clock to protect us by putting themselves in harm‟s way 

and defending our values and protecting our future. 
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A.8 … My firm believe is that our people above all want to live in peace and harmony … 

 

A.9 … And our country Nigeria is a great country. According to the United Nations estimates, our 

population will rise to 411 million by 2050 …  

 

A.10 … We identified three cardinal and existential challenges our country faced and made them our 

campaign focus namely: security, economy and fighting corruption. 

 

 The writer noted from the above excerpts that the president tried to show he has a stake in the 

development of the country like any other Nigerian. So in the conflict rhetoric, they constantly refer to 

Nigeria as “our country” and use other terms like “Our lives,” “Our Armed forces,” “Our values”, “Our 

campaign” etc. By using the determiner „our‟, the President tried to whip up patriotic sentiments to give the 

impression that he has interest of the people and country at heart. 

 It is important to also stress that although President Buhari as the speaker is not aseloquent as 

President Barrack Obama, he still had the control of the discourse, such a linguistic form readily provides 

an escapist route for him to explain away his actions as having been taken in “national interests”. In an ideal 

situation, it is ritualistic in political discourses that no matter how desperately  a leader is pursuing a self or 

group interest, the moment he/she uses ourto show a collective sense of belonging, it takes the discerning 

audience to figure out traces of deceit, in such a linguistic manipulation. In this sense, meaning becomes 

slippery, as it is difficult to differentiate personal interest or group interest from the much-touted “national 

interests”. 
 

First Person Singular Pronoun Form - “I” 

 In the tabular and percentage analysis, it is observed that the use of personal pronoun –I has a total 

appearance of 28 representing 16.28%. It is the third most used pronoun in the text. Beside the speaker‟s 

use of the plural first person  „we‟as earlier noted and the shift from plural first person pronominal (we) to 

singular first person pronominals (I) is commendable and noteworthy. In this wise, Brown and Gilman 

(1972:253) contend that “A man may vary his pronoun style from time to time so as to express transient 

moods and attitudes”. Consider the following excerpts: 

   

B.1 I respected the independence of INEC. I ensured that INEC got all the resources it 

needed for independent and impartial management of elections in the country. 

 

B.2 I thank my fellow Nigerians, who since 2003 have consistently voted for me. 

 

B.3 I have had the privilege of free education from Primary School to Staff College to 

War College. 

 

B.4 I have worked and served in Kaduna, Lagos, Abeokuta, Makurdi, … 

 I have been a public servant. I have no other career but public service. I know no 

service but public service  

 

B.5 In 2002-2003 campaigning and elections, I travelled by road to 34 of the 36 states 

of the Federation. This year, I travelled by air to all the 36 states of the Federation. 

  

The above excerpts justify the use of First Person Singular Pronoun “I”. This understanding makes 

readership to see what the speaker has done and achieved and as such the 28 instances of usage as earlier 

stated does not make him out rightly look as a dictator. It shows what efforts he had personally made 
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towards nation building. The speaker‟s use of “I” confers sole responsibility and almost an oracular person. 

 

Discussion 

 The three deixis discussed above (I, We, 

Our) when the writer summed them together 

gives a figure of 84.86%. This means that these 

are the predominant person deixis used by the 

speaker. They are used to foreground the desired 

effect of unity and communion by the speaker 

and the audience. The speaker favours the use of 

these deixes in the rest of the speech and they 

were able to create a sense of unity of the speaker 

with the audience. The speaker through the usage 

of these deictic expressions does not distance 

himself from the Nigerian people. Instead, the 

writer sees him use the personal plural pronoun 

„we‟ the Nigerian people of Nigeria e.t.c. The 

victory in the election probably and presumably 

allows the new President to associate himself 

with the majority of the people in the country and 

to look at the cynics or opposition who fail to 

understand  that the ground beneath them had 

been levelled and there is no further space or 

place for them to operate.      

The remaining person deixes such as „us, 

your, you, my, they, and these‟ when summed 

together in terms of percentages are not all 

together more than 15%. This means that these 

are not predominantly used like the first group. 

 

6.0 Conclusion 

 This paper has attempted to analyze the 

discursive practice of appropriating person deixis 

for political effect in the 2019 second inaugural/ 

democracy day speech of President Muhammadu 

Buhari. Applying a critical discourse analytical 

approach, it tries to unmask the varied political 

goals which the speaker strives to achieve with 

his control of the discourse using the person 

pronoun deixis that he has used. The analysis of 

the speech showed that the pronoun „we‟, „our‟ 

and „I‟ are the most used and they are used to 

achieve certain political goals. The study lends 

credence to McGregor‟s viewpoint that our words 

are politicised, even if we are not aware of it, 

because they carry the power that reflects the 

interests of those, who speak (McGregor 2003:2). 

This speech and the manner in which it was 

presented tends to create a stereotypical image 

that there is a nation called ours which is the 

Nigerian state and to remind the audience of the 

glorious present and future. The speech also 

aimed at seeing Nigerians as people that can 

together take their destinies in their own hands 

for better national development. 
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